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Duration
Task 2: 2-3h along with the research (it is suggested for students to start filling the
table in class but can be finished at home, as it might take 1-2h to be completed)

Task 3: 30 minutes

Task 4: Can be done as homework and be brought in class (duration depends on how
they will want to make the illustration and if they are choosing to self-made the pot
or buy a pot)

Task 6: depending on whether they will devote only time to research to find an
appropriate calendar or create one of their own 1-2h.

Task 7: 3h to create the poster (can also be done as homework)

Gamification method(s)
There are many gamification techniques in this Activity and the educator can choose
which steps/tasks to reach. The more fun/game task follows requires from students
to make a visual illustration of a micro-polyculture-garden (this can be done by
printing images of the selected plants or miniature signs etc). The visual
representation is helpful for the knowledge to be comprehended and reminded as
long as the pot with the visual illustration of the plants stays in the classroom. Some
more activities are also given as a step further that require from students to purchase
and plant the seeds, keeping a calendar, take care of their plants and documenting
its progress systematically through the calendar. Present their effort through a poster
presentation.

Calendar
The appropriate season to start this activity is depended on which plants they will
decide to combine in a miniature polyculture. The suggested period to start this
Activity’s research is February.
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Preparation
The educator needs to be prepared to know the theory of permaculture and
polyculture. Have the answers of the task in a separate document. Being able to
assist students in where to find readymade template for harvest calendar or assist
students to make one of their own and also assist them on how to make poster
presentations.
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Challenges that will lead to the
completion of the main task:
Several challenges can be faced throughout the tasks. First of all, to find the
relevant information for the fruits and vegetables given but mostly to think of which
can be grouped in one polyculture pot and justify why. It will also be a challenge of
creativity to find ways of making visual representation of the pot (Task 4).
Collaborating in finding the seeds (Task 5). Search and find or make the appropriate
calendar (Task 6) and prepare a poster presentation (Task7).

Tips for successful facilitation,
supervision and organizing:
Each step of the task 1-7 is correlated. According to the time available and resources,
each educator can decide until which step/ task to undertake. It is suggested to reach
at least until task 4 for students to have some visual form of their research. The table
can be printed as an A3 poster and be laminated, to be shown in the classroom. As
for Task 5, it is depended upon resources to purchase the seeds. Task 6 is depended
upon the willingness of the students and enthusiasm shown in the previous tasks
whilst the ultimate task 7 is combining the knowledge achieved whilst further
challenging the presentation skills of the students.
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Debriefing outcomes & obtained
competences:
Students age 13-14 through this engaging set of activities will go step by step on
what is permaculture and polyculture by using their research skills. Then the
grouping of the seeds will also need some additional research skills and combining
knowledge, as well as analytical and critical thinking. Having minimum material with
the option to assembly the pot by themselves, the activity is intending to show
students how easy and feasible it is to grow their little garden wherever they live
(city or countryside, house or apartment) even with minimum space and resources.
The activities are also trying to instinctively direct students to the essence of
permaculture which is enhancing biodiversity, design intelligent systems, through a
whole system thinking whilst ‘working with, rather than against nature’ Mollison.
They will develop responsibility for their seeds to grow properly. In addition, they
will learn how to take care of their plants and documenting its progress
systematically through the calendar. Hopefully, then the children will be proud
enough to present their effort through a poster presentation. The poster presentation
will help develop their presentational skills.

Moment of formal education
(optional)
The group of students can debate on the grouping they have made for the seeds,
justify why they have put them together, justify the size of the pot they have made/
bought. Also, they can present their poster whilst being ready to accept questions
about the content and the whole procedure.
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Students' worksheet
AGE : 13 - 14
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Related STE(A)M theory:

Zoology (study of animal biology).
Botanical (study of plant biology).
Anatomy (study of the morphology of organisms).
Physiology (study of the functions of organisms).
Anthropology (study of the structure and functions of human systems).
Ecology (study of organisms in relation to their environment) and more. 

Biology is the science that studies the phenomena and processes of life. In other
words, it investigates organisms in the environment in which they live or in the
laboratory. The method that biologists follow to interpret various biological
phenomena and processes is not far from the steps we follow to solve simple
everyday problems. 

Biology is the science that studies the structure and functions of organisms, as well
as their interactions with the environment. Due to the complexity of these studies,
biology includes several disciplines, such as:

In this activity you can find a task on botanical which is a biology discipline but also
related with permaculture. Mixed vegetable gardening is within the philosophy of
permaculture and more specifically, what is called ‘polyculture’. The word means
growing lots of different types of plants together. The growing mix in a polyculture
can include vegetables, herbs, flowers and even fruit. People have used this
approach all over the world for hundreds of years, often with great success.

(Resource:
https://www.permaculture.org.uk/sites/default/files/page/document/MixedVegGard
en_A4_colourbooklet.pdf)
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General aim
Students age 13-14 will familiarize with different types of seeds  most 
commonly found in a permaculture land.

Suggested Environmental Context
Can be in-class or outdoors (e.g. in the school’s yard)

Educational Objective(s)

Be able to distinguish the 12 seeds given their requirements to grow as shown in
the task. 
Be able to name at least three of the main necessities for at least 5 seeds for
being able to grow. 
Use analytical thinking and critical thinking to group the 12 seeds in sub
categories to be planted together so as to successfully grow.
 Familiarise with the steps of planting in a self-made, mini-garden framework.

Students age 13-14 should:

Necessary Equipment and
Materials:

Pots to start up seeds or improvised boxes. 
Several kinds of soil, also availability of sunlight and water
Seeds (according to which they will choose to plant)

1.
2.
3.
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Media and Resources
Internet access
Possibility to take pictures either through camera or mobile phone/ tablet etc
Material to construct a poster presentation (A3 hard paper, scissors, glue)

1.
2.
3.

Tasks
Divide in groups of four 
Research:                              

What is a polyculture; give a definition. 
State polyculture’s benefits. Give its differences from other forms of gardening. 
Mention how it may look like. How does a polyculture work? 
Find the information needed to complete the table below. 
Add in your own notes any other measures that should be taken when creating
a polyculture (e.g space needed between plants, considering the management
style etc)
Then group the seeds that can be put together (use no.1 for the first group,
no.2 for second and so on).

1.
2.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. Its content
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SpecificationsSeeds

Time of the
year best to
be planted

Planting 
soil

Appropriate
weather/

temperature

Planting
depth

Water
requirement

Maturation
period

Sun
requirement

ALLIUM SATIVUM

DAUCUS CAROTA

CHERRY TOMATO

BETA VULGARIS

CHERRY TOMATO

DAUCUS CAROTA

ALLIUM SATIVUM

SPINACIA
OLERACEA

PHASEOLUS
VULGARIS

PARSLEY

Table2
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ALLIUM SATIVUM

DAUCUS CAROTA

CHERRY TOMATO

CORIANDER

DILL

CHAMOMILE

PISUM SATIVUM

SOLANUM
TUBEROSUM
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SpecificationsSeeds

Time of the
year best to
be planted

Planting 
soil

Appropriate
weather/

temperature

Planting
depth

Water
requirement

Maturation
period

Sun
requirement

3 Justify the grouping
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Seeds and plants
Collaborate with your group in finding the actual seeds and plant them in
your improvised box/ pot.

5

Calendar
Make your own calendar on the expected growth and harvest period and
document growth via photos (alternatively find an appropriate template for
your calendar online e.g https://bit.ly/3eQYThM)

6

4 Micro-polyculture-garden
Make a visual illustration of a micro-
polyculture-garden in your classroom
using the actual soil needed for ONE
of the grouped seeds using an
improvised box (e.g wine box) or
readymade pot. e.g

Make sure you consider the size of
the pot according to the number of
products and their size.

Figure 2 - Polyculture calendar (Retrieved from: https://bit.ly/2zAcY33)

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. Its content
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7 Poster
Make a poster presentation with the whole circle of the grouped seeds life
and the specifications it needed to grow (remember the poster needs to be
approximately A3 size with adequate text and pictures). Instructions can be
found via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRwFrsple5s

Safe and security checklist
(Note: This should be in alignment with safe and security checklist, given within the
LivingSTEM Manual, Chapter 8)

Figure 3 - Seeds that can be put together (Retrieved from: https://bit.ly/3cSpRUt)
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ALLIUM SATIVUM

DAUCUS CAROTA

CHERRY TOMATO

BETA VULGARIS

CHERRY TOMATO

DAUCUS CAROTA

ALLIUM SATIVUM

SPINACIA
OLERACEA

PHASEOLUS
VULGARIS

PARSLEY
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SpecificationsSeeds

Time of the
year best to
be planted

Planting 
soil

Appropriate
weather/

temperature

Planting
depth

Water
requirement

Maturation
period

Sun
requirement

Answers for a south European climate

February -
March,
or July -
August

July -
August

February -
April or July -

August 
(according to

variety)

October -
February

August -
September

or February - 
March

April -
August

March -
August

Well
drained

Fertile
soil

Well
drained

Loamy or 
well

drained

Well
drained

Well
drained

Moist
soil

10 - 30°C

21°C

7 - 30°C

15 - 26°C

7 -23°C

15 - 29°C

21°C

0.5 cm

0.5 cm

0.5 - 1.5 cm

1.5 - 2.5 cm

1.5 cm

2.5 - 5 cm

7 cm

LOW
(every 10- 14

days, keep soil
moist)

HIGH
(every 2 - 3

days)

AVERAGE
(2.5 cm every

week)

AVERAGE

HIGH 
(soil should
always be

moist)

HIGH 
(soil should
always be

moist)

AVERAGE

55 - 80 days

60 - 90 days

65 - 70 days

90 days

40 - 50 days

95 - 125 days

21 - 28 days

Full sun

Lots 
(at least 8 hours

a day)

Full sun

Full sun

Full sun

Full sun

Partial shade

Table2

Answers
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CORIANDER

DILL

CHAMOMILE

PISUM SATIVUM

SOLANUM
TUBEROSUM
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SpecificationsSeeds

Time of the
year best to
be planted

Planting 
soil

Appropriate
weather/

temperature

Planting
depth

Water
requirement

Maturation
period

Sun
requirement

3 Justify the grouping

March -
August

March -
August

March -
August

February -
April or July -

August 
(according to

variety)

October -
November

Well
drained

Well
drained

Well
drained

Well
drained

Well
drained

10 - 25°C

20°C

15 - 20°C

5 - 20°C

18 - 21°C

20 cm

20 cm

15 - 20 cm

5 - 20 cm

18 - 21 cm

HIGH

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

AVERAGE 
(needs moist

soil)

AVERAGE 
(2.5 cm per

week)

90 - 100 days

21 - 28 days

21 - 28 days

70 - 100 days

90 - 120 days

Partial shade

Full sun

Full sun

Full sun

Full to partial

Justification on grouping should be done mostly by co-considering the
size, the sun and water requirements.

Answers for a south European climate

Main resources for completing the table
https://www.permaculturenews.org/2016/01/15/guidelines-for-perennial-
polyculture-design/
https://www.ftiaxno.gr/2014/03/sporoi-tis-permakoultouras.html
https://apiosinstitute.org/wiki/polycultures
https://www.agrifutures.com.au/wp-content/uploads/publications/01-034.pdf
https://www.thespruce.com/search?q=solanum+tuberosum
https://davesgarden.com/guides/pf/go/31997/

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Générations.Bio (Belgium)
Web: www.fermebiodupetitsart.be

LogoPsyCom (Belgium)
Web: www.logopsycom.com
Facebook: @Logopsycom

The Polish Farm Advisory and
Training Centre (Poland)
Web: www.farm-advisory.eu
Facebook: @PolishFarmAdvisory

EDU lab (Italy)
Web: www.edulabnet.it
Facebook: @edulabnet

Ed-consult (Denmark)
Web: www.ed-consult.dk
Facebook: @benji.leinenbach

C.I.P. Citizens In Power (Cyprus)
Web: www.citizensinpower.org
Facebook: @citizensinpower

Trànsit Projectes (Spain)
Web: www.transit.es
Facebook: @MakingProjectsCEPS, @TransitProjectes


